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Summary and Conclusion
Rural agricultural banks are similar in legal and operating structure
to their urban counterparts^ yet they face several institutional and environ
mental conditions that are dissimilar from urban banks. Some of these are
the rural banks* relative inability to tap the national money markets with
their financial instruments and their seasonal loan demand and liquidity
requirement resulting from the seasonal agricultural crop production cycle.
Because of seasonality of operations, the agricultural bank has normally
found it necessary to remain more liquid by holding additional assets as
investments, especially during the winter months. These investments, since
they are short-term, usually yield a lower return than long-term investments.
The lower yield can make many rural banks less profitable than similar-sized
urban banks.
Trading in interest rate futures began in the fall of 1975 with the
introduction of the Government National Mortgage Association futures contract.
Trading in Interest rate futures has also begun in Treasury bills, Treasury
bonds and commercial paper. The possibility of trading in Treasury notes is
currently being discussed. This study examines the possibility of a bank to
use the Treasury bond futures market to adjust its bond portfolio for a
higher return while not disturbing the liquidity or risk of the portfolio.
This possibility is rather profound since it implies increasing the return
with no increase in risk. It is in sharp contrast to the normal use of a
futures market to reduce risk, which is often accompanied by a reduction in the
expected return. Two strategies are analyzed.
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The first strategy" consists of investing seasonal excess funds into
higher yielding Treasury bonds rather than Treasury bills and hedging the
position by selling a Treasury bond futures contract. Any decline (increase)
in the price of the actual Treasury bond would be cancelled by an increase
(decrease) in the return from the futures contract. (As the contract declines
(increases) in price, it will be bought at the lower (higher) price.) The
futures is normally sold at a discount to the actual bond and the differential
(basis) will narrow during the expiration period so that a loss is suffered
in the hedging operation. If the yield differential between the bond and
the bill is greater than the potential loss in the futures market as the
basis narrows, it would then be profitable to shift from bills to bonds and
hedge against price changes on the bonds to earn a greater return.
The second strategy is the converse of the first. It involves shifting
funds from bonds to bills and buying a bond futures contract. The yield on
the bill will normally be less than the yield on the bond, but the reduction
in the interest earned may be more than offset by the gain earned from the
futures contract as the basis converges to zero.
Implementation of these strategies using some of the nine-month data
that is currently available indicates that moderate profit potential may
exist for both strategies for different time periods. The strategies also
would have increased the return from an investment portfolio. This result
does not seem plausible since the strategies are a form of arbitrage. They
should tend to keep the cash and futures prices in the correct relationship
such that the futures bond price is lower than that of the actual bond price
by an amount where the dollar value is countered by the interest return
differential of the bond and the bill. Because the futures market in U.S.
Treasury bonds is relatively new, the disparity between expected and actual
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resulcs may be indications of market imperfections or from other causes.
Additional research in this area is necessary.
The Problem Statement
Large city banks* bond portfolios have become smaller and stabler in
recent years since they have been able to concentrate on liability management
rather than asset management. They can, within limitations, control the size
of their liabilities by issuing certificates of deposit and borrowing Euro
dollars. Thus, they do not need the large portfolio size to meet deposit
runoff since they are able to offset liability reduction with an increase
in a different type of liability. There still exists a need to maintain a
bond portfolio for safety and for legal and regulatory restrictions.
In contrast, for small rural banks, the name of the game is still asset
management. They are not able to actively determine their liability size.
They can, of course, offer two suitcases rather than one suitcase to open
or add to an account, but these schemes are rather limited and normally would
not draw additional funds from outside the banks' local markets. Theirs is a
passive liability management. Compounded with the inability to draw outside
or national market funds is the seasonal nature of agricultural production
and lending. Rural agricultural banks have loan to deposit ratios that peak
during the summer and ebb during the winter. This occurs because during the
summer loans increase and deposits decline as farmers finance their operations
by decreasing their savings (deposits) and by borrowing.^
The portfolio considerations of the rural agricultural bank therefore
differ from the large city bank. For the rural bank the bond portfolio is a
larger percentage of total assets and tends to be more volatile over the
^For a discussion of these problems see Melichar [6 and 7]
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year [7 and 10]. Although the rural bank's portfolio is a large percent of
total assets, the absolute size may still be small so that active and aggres
sive portfolio management and decision procedures may not be cost feasible.
The large urban bank with a large portfolio can justify the personnel and
operational cost of active portfolio management. Therefore, usually the
urban bank will have a planning procedure that will allow for adjustments in
the portfolio subject to developments in current and expected interest rates.
The smaller rural bank will use a standard procedure that yields satisfactory
results over numerous scenarios of current and expected .interest rates. By
necessity this procedure may be conservative in comparison to procedures used
by the large urban banks.
This paper will look at one method where rural banks can use the interest
rate futures market as a mechanism to increase their return on their bond
portfolios. The Interest rate futures may be used by the larger urban banks
in their portfolio decision procedures, however our efforts will concentrate
(
on the rural agricultural banks that experience volatile movements in the
dollar amount of their investment portfolios.
Optimal Investment Portfolios without Hedging
The optimal investment portfolio in terms of yield and risk of price
depreciation without the use of the futures market has been analyzed and
discussed elsewhere [1, 5, and 8]. Generally, the optimal portfolio has
been the barbell portfolio where some of the portfolio funds are invested in
long-term securities for income since they yield a higher return and allow
for price appreciation. The remaining funds are invested in short-term
securities for liquidity. Intermediate-term securities do not enter the
optimal portfolio. The percentage of the portfolio held in long-term securities
versus short-term securities depends upon interest rate expectations.
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If interest rates are expected to increase, a shift from long-term to
short-term is made since long-term securities will decline in price. When
the short-tepn securities mature, the funds can then be invested into higher
yielding long-term securities when interest rates peak. If interest rates
are expected to decrease, a larger proportion of the portfolio is held in
long-term securities for price appreciation.
For an agricultural bank with seasonal assets the above generally is
also true, but more short-term securities will be held during the winter
months to provide liquidity when deposits fall and loans increase during the
spring and summer months. During the summer more of the portfolio is sometimes
held in long-term securities since liquidity requirements have been met.
For a small bank the barbell approach is not feasible because it requires
considerable effort to maintain the barbell portfolio. Long-term securities
need to be rolled over when they approach the intermediate maturity level,
and the barbell weights are shifted back and forth as interest rate expecta
tions change. For the smaller bank the laddered portfolio is recommended
since it requires less maintenance costs, yet over the long run it provides
an adequate return and provides for liquidity requirements [1]. The laddered
approach involves purchasing long-term securities and allowing them to mature.
The long-term securities will provide a high average yield, and as they
mature will provide liquidity since they become short-term in nature. This
approach requires only a standardized procedure and does not require a large
staff to consistently buy and sell securities. The small agricultural bank
can use the laddered portfolio approach for the relatively constant portion
of its portfolio and invest seasonal funds in short-term securities.
The use of the Treasury bond futures market discussed below is applicable
to the laddered approach since it provides for a standard procedure to invest
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short-term seasonal funds into Treasury bonds rather than Treasury bills if
current prices are favorable. Also, the potential exists to shift from
Treasury bonds to Treasury bills if favorable prices exist. This procedure
uses current known prices and does not require formulation of expected interest
yields into the future. In some instances, the barbell portfolio practitioners
may also find the procedure applicable to their decision processes.
The Interest Rates Futures Markets
Trading in interest rate futures began October 20, 1975 when a futures
market in GNMA Mortgage Certificates was opened on the Chicago Board of
Trade. In January 1976 the International Monetary Market of the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange began trade in a futures market for 91-day Treasury bills.
Similar to other commodity futures contracts that have been traded since
before the turn of • the century, the new markets involve a standard contract
which calls for delivery (or acceptance) of a commodity (In this case a
financial instrument) with standard specifics concerning quantity, quality,
location and time. Since variable Interest rates during the late 1960s and
early 1970s have created volatile price changes in these securities, a
futures market potentially provides price protection by hedging for individuals
and businesses who hold securities for investment purposes or who buy and sell
securities in the normal operation of their businesses.
Trading volume in interest rate futures Increased rapidly during the
first year of trading, so that In August 1977 futures trading in 15-year U.S.
Treasury bonds began on the Chicago Board of Trade. Futures trading in 90-
day commercial paper began on the Board later that year. The Introduction of .
Treasury bonds and commercial paper to the GNMAs and Treasury bills meant
that the extremes of the maturity spectrum were covered. Introduction of a
futures market for 3-year or 5-year U.S. Treasury notes, which is currently
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being discussed, will complete the coverage of short-term, intermediate-term,
and long-term securities..
Hedging in financial securities is carried out in the same manner as in
other commodities [2]. These hedges are of two types: long (buying) hedge
or short (selling) hedge. The long hedge involves the purchase of futures
contracts now as a temporary substitute for a purchase of actual securities
at a later date. The purpose of the long hedge is to lock in an effective
rate (purchase price) before it is possible or necessary to buy the actual
security with the belief that there is a possibility that the effective rate
will be lower when the actual instrument is purchased at a later date. It
would be possible to take delivery of the instrument, but normally the futures
contract is sold when the actual instrument is purchased. Any gain or loss
on the futures contracts due to price increases or decreases respectively, is
offset by purchasing the actual security at a higher or lower price than
originally possible. The offsetting gains and losses occur if the future
and cash prices move in a parallel manner.
The short hedge is the sale of a futures contract today as a temporary
substitute for the sale of the actual instrument at a later date. The purpose
of the short hedge is to lock in a sales price before the actual instrument
is sold because of the possibility that the sales price will be lower when
the actual is sold. It is possible to deliver the instrument at the sale
price of the futures contract, but normally the futures contract is offset
by purchasing a similar futures contract and selling the actual security in
the cash market. If future and cash prices move in a parallel manner, any
gain or loss in the futures market is offset by a loss or gain in the cash
market.
The sole purpose of a futures market is to provide a hedging mechanism
for buyers and sellers of a physical commodity. Speculators are allowed to
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buy and sell on the futures market to provide liquidity — to insure an
opposite position to each long or short hedge without necessitating large
price movements that may result if a long hedger could only buy from a short
hedger.
Carrying Costs (Spreads) and Hedging Potentials in the U.S. Treasury Bond
Futures Market
The long-term Treasury bond will be used in the hedging analysis that
follows since it is a long-term security. Its price is thus very susceptible
to variations in the market rate of Interest. It is also a credit risk-free
instrument so that the effective rate reflects time value of money and
expected inflation but no risk of default. Speculation will be discussed
only because of its role in maintaining a relationship between prices (i.e.
speculators will buy low and sell high and this action will tend toward con
vergence to equilibrium price).
Futures trading in Treasury bonds Involves contract months for delivery
(acceptance) in December, March, June, and September for a period two and a
half years in the future. Thus, in June 1978, there were contracts to
December 1980. As a trading month expires, a new contract month will begin.
Wlien the June 1978 contract expired, trading began on the March 1980 contract.
Trading volume is normally heaviest in the near months and thinnest in the
back months. The contract calls for the delivery (acceptance) of $100,000 in
8 percent U.S. Treasury bonds that have a maturity of more than 15 years or
not callable within 15 years. The delivery mechanism is through the Federal
Reserve s wire transfer mechanism. Bonds with coupon rates other than 8
percent are deliverable at premiums for coupons over 8 percent and discounts
for coupons under 8 percent. Also, bonds over 15 years to maturity may be
delivered at a premium or discount [4].
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On Friday, June 16, 1978 the closing prices of the Treasury bond futures,
their yields and price differences were as follows [11]:
2
Table 1. Closing Treasury Bond Futures Prices and Yields
Differences in Differences
Delivery Month Closing Price Price Yield in Yield
June 1978 94-27 8.542
-20 .069
September 1978 94-07 8.611
-19 .066
December 1978 93-20 8.677
-14 .049
March 1979 93-06 8.726
- 7 .025
June 1979 92-31 8.751
- 6 .021
September 1979 .92-25 8.772
- 4 .014
December 1979 92-21 8.786
- 7 .025
March 1980 92-14 8.811
- 4 .014
June 1980 92-10 8.825
- 5 .018
September 1980 92-05 8.843
- 2 .007
December 1980 92-03 8.850
The yield on actual bonds of maturity slightly over 15 years as of June
16, 1978 was 8.45 to 8.50, which is extremely close to the June 1978 futures
yield of 8.542. If this was not the case, a cash buyer would buy the June
futures and take delivery if the futures price was below the cash price.
Likewise, a cash seller would sell a June futures and deliver if the futures
price was above the cash price. Thus, arbitrage exists between the cash and
futures market during the expiring month. Because the cost of delivery is
borne by the seller, the futures price is expected to be above the cash price
in the expiring month by the cost of delivery.
2
Prices represent 32nds.
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The spread between delivery months on June 16 was such that the prices
of the further delivery months decreased at a decreasing rate into future
months. This has been the case for every trading day since the market began
in August 1977, although the absolute values of the spreads have varied.
Closing prices of each delivery month have generally decreased over time
because interest rates have been increasing since November 1977.
Factors that determine the spread in the bond futures market are similar
to the factors that affect the spread in other commodity markets. To illustrate
this concept consider w^eat. Wheat is a storable commodity. Its cost of
storage, which is positive, consists of handling costs, renting warehouse space
and tying up funds by the purchase of the wheat. In order to induce storage,
the futures price must be higher than the cash price during the storage period
of a newly harvested crop by an amount at least equal to the cost of storage.
If the difference is less than the cost of storage, there will be no incentive
to store wheat.
Unlike wheat, holding Treasury bonds over time Incurs both a return and
a cost. The return is the cash interest earned on the bond while it is held
plus any price change effects. The cost is the opportunity cost of not
investing the funds elsewhere. For example, if an individual were to buy a
bond and sell a bond futures he would lock in a minimum return from holding
the bond. That return would be the interest payments received while the bond
is held plus the difference between the futures price (sold) minus the cash
cost of the bond. (The difference might be positive or negative.) In order
for a purchased bond to qualify for delivery at the end of the holding period,
the bond at the date of purchase must have at least 15 year plus n months to
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maturity or call, whichever is sooner, when the holding period is n months.
The cost would be the opportunity cost of not investing the funds in a
security with a certain return, i.e. a security that matures within the hold
ing period and thus experiences no price change or risk of default.
Mathematically, the return from buying a Treasury bond and selling a
Treasury bond future rather than buying a Treasury bill that will mature at
the end of the holding period can be calculated as:
where B = TB
c c
Rj. = dollar return
It —cash interest yield on Treasury bond B for n months
^ c
B^ = cash price of Treasury bond with maturity of 15 years plus n months
Bp = price of Treasury bond futures contract n months into the future
^3 ~ cash interest yield on Treasury bill with maturity of n months
TB^ = amount not invested in the Treasury bill
n = holding period length in months
If > 0, then a bank portfolio manager should invest in bonds rather than
short-term bills and earn a larger return on the portfolio. (Commission and
margin costs will be discussed later.) The prices and values in the above
formula are known at a point in time. Thus the return, R^, is a minimum
locked-in return.
In contrast, a bank portfolio manager can sell a Treasury bond, purchase
a Treasury bond futures contract and invest the funds during the interim
3
The price of a bond will be affected by both a change in yield and the
passage of time. If the yield to maturity is greater than the coupon rate,
the 15 year plus n months to maturity bond will be priced slightly lower than
a 15 year to maturity bond. If the yield to maturity is less than the coupon
rate, the 15 year plus n months to maturity bond will be priced slightly higher
than a 15 year to maturity bond.
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perlod in a Treasury bill that will mature at the end of the period. Mathe
matically, the return is:
= i TB + (B - B^) - i^ B
II s c ^ c F' L c
where B = TB
c c
If > 0, a bank portfolio manager should carry out the second strategy.
It can be shown mathematically that R^ = ~^li that the two strategies
are exact opposites. Thus, the gain from carrying out one strategy would
equal the loss from carrying out the other strategy (no commission or margin
costs included). Since the prices and founts are known with certainty when
the strategies are considered, it should be expected that if either
Rll > 0 (R^ < 0) or Rj > 0 (Rjj < 0)» hedgers or speculators will take advan
tage of the certain return and go long or short on futures so that R^ and
Rjj will be driven to zero.
If Rj = 0 then
and then
where B' = TB
c c
(i, - i ) B ==8 - B^
L s c c F
where B^ - B^ is the spread (or basis) between the cash price and the futures
price.
Three conditions are possible.
(1) If long-term interest rates are greater than short-term interest
rates (i > i_, then the cash bond price will be greater than the
1j s
futures bond price (B > B„), by the amount (i - i )B .
C £ Li S C
Likewise,
(2) If i = i , then B - B_.
i-> S C r
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(3) If 1^ < 1 » Chen B < B„.
Lb C r
Historically, only case 1 has existed since the bond futures market began.
In the interest futures markets the basis is defined as cash price minus
futures price rather than futures price minus cash price as defined for
agricultural commodities. The basis In the interest futures markets has
historically always beon positive, normally weakens over time and converges
to zero during the delivery period.
As stated above, the returns from strategies I and II are defined by the
given equations if delivery is made or delivery is accepted. This should be
the minimum returns since even if the contracts are normally offset, they
only need to be offset If it is at least as profitable to offset as to deliver
or accept delivery.
With strategy I, the short hedge, if the basis converges to zero during
the delivery period, by offsetting, the loss will be the original basis
(B - B_). The gain will be i_ B - i TB . If the basis weakens but does
c 1' L c s c
not converge to zero, the loss on the basis movement will be smaller. Net
gain will be larger or net loss will be smaller.
With strategy TI, the long hedge, if the basis converges to zero during
Che delivery period, by offsetting, the gain will be the original basis
- B-j.). Loss will be i TB - i- B . If the basis weakens but does not
c I' s c L c
converge to zero, the gain on the basis movement will be smaller. Net gain
will be smaller or net loss will be larger. Rather than offset, delivery
should be accepted, A futures contract can then be immediately sold and the
acquired bond used for delivery. The net result is the same as that obtained
by offsetting, but a higher return is earned. Delivery is made by the book
entry procedure through the Federal Reserve System. Delivery costs are borne
by Che seller.
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Test of the Hedging Strategies
was calculated for three-month and six-month holding periods beginning
on the starting dates December 15, 16, 19, 20 of 1977, the starting dates
March 14, 15, 16, 17, and 20 of 1978 and the starting dates June 16, 19, 20,
21 and 22 of 1978. These dates were used because they have been the only
delivery months that have expired since the market began in August 1977. They
also allowed tlie use of expiring contract prices for cash prices in the analysis
Bccause of quality differences in bonds, this eliminated the problem in select
ing an appropriate 15-year or longer term bond to be used as the cash bond
price. Selection of three-month and six-month holding periods allowed the
holding period to end during another delivery month, and allowed the rates on
new 91 and 182 Treasury bills to be the opportunity cost of funds.
The following variables were used in the formula.^
= the closing daily Treasury bond futures price in the expiring
month which was used as the cash price for the 8 percent Treasury
bond
~ the cash interest yield of an 8 percent, $100,000 face value bond
priced at for the appropriate holding periods of three or six
months
Note:
i IJ == $2,000 for three months and $4,000 for six months. This is the
cash Interest yield on an 8 percent coupon, $100,000 face value
bond for these periods
~ the closing daily Treasury bond futures price into the three-month
and six-month holding period
4
Data was taken from various Issues of the Wall Street Journal, and
Aubrey G. Lanston and Co. Inc., Newsletter, New York, N.Y.
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TB = B
c c
1 = the cash interest yield (bond equivalent) on the appropriate week's
s
new issue of 91 and 182 day Treasury bills.
Specific values used for these variables are listed in Tables 3 and 4 in the
appendix.
Table 2. Dollar Return from Strategy I (or negative Strategy II)
Strategy Date Rj for 3 months R^ for 6 months
December 15 104 -4
December 16 238 0
December 19 113 16
December 20 95 16
December 21 47 -115
average 119 -17
March 14 -139 -376
March 15 -228 -475
March 16 -219 -475
March 17 -181 -413
March 20 -142 -354
average -182 -419
June 16 -282 -728
June 19 -244 -719
June 20 -238 -745
June 21 -269 -767
June 22 -343 -821
average -275 -756
As Table 2 illustrates. the dollar return from strategy I has been
relatively small and in most cases negative. It then would be positive for
strategy II, since the strategies are opposites. The dollar return from
strategy II has been relatively larger than from strategy I. After subtracting
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a $60 to $70 commission charge the returns become even smaller.^ Margin
opportunity costs are difficult to calculate without determining daily margin
requirements, hut during a period of general decreasing bond prices such as
that exhibited during the test period, strategy I would have required decreasing
margin requirements that may have resulted in negative margin requirements or
pay outs. Strategy II then would have required the deposit of additional
margin funds which would have reduced the actual return from that strategy.
Finally, since the expiring futures contract price was used as the cash
price for actual purchase and sale of the Treasury bond in order to maintain
consistency and simplicity, the return by offsetting the futures position is
identical as that calculated by our formula. In actuality, cash price does
differ from the expiring futures contract price and will affect the results
slightly. Because of arbitrage it would be expected that the expiring futures
contract price would not differ significantly from the price of the qualifying
bond (maturity over 15 years) that would be the cheapest to deliver.
Annuity tables were used to determine the possible affect of time
disparity on the price of a hypothetical 15-year, 6-month bond compared to a
hypothetical 15-year bond. For the six-month holding period the 15-year,
6-month bond wouJd have to be originally purchased in order for it to qualify
for delivery at tlie end of the 6-month holding period. For a yield to maturity
of 8.25 percent, which existed during the March period, a 15-year, 6-month,
^One brokerage house quoted commission costs of $70, initial margin of
$1,250 and maintenance margin of $1,000. Day trades were $40 and spread
margins were $500 initial and maintenance margin of $250.
^In some instances short-term Treasury bills rather than cash can be
deposited for margin and this would reduce the opportunity costs of that
margin.
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8 percent:, $100,000 bond should be priced $36 below a comparable 15-year
bond.^ This would increase the average return for for the March six-month
period by $36 to a negative $383. For a yield to maturity of 8.50 percent,
which existed during the June period, the 15-year, 6-month bond should be
priced $69 below the 15-year bond. This would increase the average return
for for the June six-month period to a negative $687. Since the yield to
maturity for the December period was close to 8 percent, the price adjustment
would be small. Similarly, adjustments for the three-month holding period
would be less than half the adjustments made for the six-month holding
period.
Discussion of Results and Additional Research
The use of the Treasury bond futures market for the hedging strategies
defined above show moderate profit potential. The testing periods selected
indicate that the best strategy I could have done was to increase profits
about $119 for a three-month period for each $100,000 of investment portfolio,
The profit potential for strategy II during the selected test periods was
approximately $687 for a six-month period for each $100,000 of investment
portfolio. With the possibility of margin calls if future prices change,
those profits could be eroded.
The formula used to determine the price of the bonds was:
A=R ^ ~ + s(l+l)-n
i = yield to maturity
n = time to maturity
S = face value
R = annual coupon payments
A = bond price
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It appears that the spread - Bp sometimes reasonably reflects the
carrying charge in the Treasury bond futures market. ' This seems realistic
because of the arbitrage nature of strategies I and II. Previous theories
of yield curves and bond prices also indicate that future expectations of
Interest rates are reflected in the present price as well as the future
price Bp. It may be that futures prices were biased downward during the
test period since interest rates increased during the period and expectations
were for additional increases. These expectations may not have been fully
reflected in the spot cash market for Treasury bonds. If a bias exists, an
upward pric'e bias should be exhibited during the first period of decreasing
interest rates.
Additional hedging strategies for the other interest rate futures markets
can be formulated and tested. Examples would include the long hedge with the
Treasury bill futures to lock in an attractive rate on Treasury bills before
they can be purchased. Short hedges with commercial paper may be used to
lock in a rate for agricultural loans before those loans are made. Also,
the hedges defined in this paper may be tested more extensively or retested
as additional data becomes available. A simulation model could be used to
determine realistic estimates of returns that would have occurred under these
and other strategies. With a data base of dally prices, various strategy time
periods could be developed and tested by simulation, and actual daily margin
requirements could be computed.
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Appendix
Table 3. Values of the Variables for the 3 Month
Holding Period
i^TB i.
5 c F C L
December 15 $2000 100-14 100--25 6.16%
December 16 2000 100-14 100-•21 6.13
December 19 2000 100-10 100-•21 6.13
December 20 2000 100-09 100--21 6.08
December 21 2000 99-14 99-•28 6.07
March 14 2000 97-03 97-21 6.46
March 15 2000 97-05 97-26 6.43
March 16 2000 97-05 97-26 6.39
March 17 2000 97-07 97-27 6.36
March 20 2000 97-18 98-05 6.31
June 16 2000 94-15 95-03 6.97
June 19 2000 94-07 94-27 6.83
June 20 2000 94-03 94-23 6.81
June 21 2000 93-26 94-15 6.83
I
June 22 2000 93-16 94-07 6.89
Table 4. Values of the Variables for the 6 Month
Holding Period
i.TB
5 c
December 15 $4000 100-03 100-25 6.58%
December 16 4000 99-31 100-21 6.58
December 19 4000 99-31 100-21 6.55
December 20 4000 99-31 100-21 6.55
December 21 4000 99-01 99-28 6.55
March 14 4000 96-20 97-21 6.85
March 15 4000 96-22 97-26 6.85
March 16 4000 96-22 97-26 6.85
March 17 4000 96-25 97-27 6.85
March 20 4000 97-04 98-05 6.77
June 16 4000 93-28 95-03 7.38
June 19 4000 93-20 94-27 7.38
June 20 4000 93-15 94-23 7.38
June 21 4000 93-06 94-15 7.38
June 22 4000 92-28 94-07 7.38
